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Paper reigns in the Ramo Collection

From Medardo to Isgrò: drawings, ink works and collages, gathered by Giuseppe
Rabolini, offer a different perspective on Italian art in the 20th century.
By Armando Audoli
In Italy, unfortunately, works on paper are not held in high esteem, from a historical-critical viewpoint or
from that of collectors: we are talking about a serious cultural and “commercial” shortcoming that has to
do above all with the art of the last century, because the situation is somewhat better for antique drawings.
Nevertheless, certain more attentive scholars and museum functionaries have recently made more room
for modern Italian drawing. Among collectors, one good example is Giuseppe Rabolini, former owner of
the jewelry manufacturer Pomellato (which he founded in 1967 in Milan together with a group of creative
talents). Renowned for his reserve, understated to the point of introversion, he has nurtured his passion for
drawing, creating an important collection known today as Collezione Ramo. Operating in complete intellectual autonomy and often well ahead of the times, away from pressing commercial logic or the trite conventions of fashion, Rabolini has selected a remarkable body of works on paper, capable of conveying all the
extraordinary complexity of the Italian 20th century, in a synthesis that starts with the great protagonists of
the historical avant-gardes and extends into the 1990s.
FROM JEWELRY TO DRAWING.
In the business world, with the Pomellato brand Rabolini invented a sort of “everyday jewelry” with a signature, affordable for a wider audience: a brilliant interpretation of prèt-à-porter in an industry where the high
end of the market reigned supreme. A strategic choice, against the trends, not unlike the choices he has made
as a collector. His passion for drawing has a long history, dating back to his childhood: “Like almost all
children,” Rabolini says, “I made drawings, but I understood that I was not an artist. Nevertheless, since my
family made jewelry, I thought I could design it and develop a business in that field, while at the same time
concentrating on the drawings of artists, a medium much neglected in Italy.”
His interest in drawing was fueled by a precise awareness of a poetic-stylistic nature (we might say): “Drawing is the magic moment in which the artist not only creates but also interprets. He interprets what he sees
and what he thinks, and this becomes the start of something. In fact, I find that drawing, from a creative
standpoint, is even superior to many paintings and sculptures.” In Rabolini, everything sprang from the early
desire to possess a work on paper. Then, about twenty years ago, that initial desire was transformed into the
intention to create a small personal collection, which about five years ago began to take on a valid structure,
in historical and scientific terms.
FIRST CAME FONTANA.
Rabolini’s precise aim, almost programmatic in a certain sense, was to “demonstrate, through the medium
of drawing, that the Italy of the 20th century is second to none.” The first piece he acquired was a work by
Lucio Fontana: at the time Rabolini bought the pieces he liked at auctions or in trusted galleries, but in a
more rhapsodic and less systematic way. He had to reinvest almost all his resources in his company, but after
selling it (in 2013) he decided to devote a part of his holdings to the expansion and management of the collection. To do this, and to give the collection a firmer structure, filling in possible gaps, he felt it was best to
assign the task to an expert, rigorous art historian like Irina Zucca Alessandrelli. Today it is Irina who selects
the works to complete – in a philologically impeccable way – an ideal diachronic and artistic itinerary, seeking contact with other collectors, or directly with the artists or their heirs. These contacts represent precious

alternatives to the standard channels of auctions and galleries (of course the decision to make an acquisition
has to be definitively approved by Rabolini).
MUSEUM ORGANIZATION.
Today the Ramo collection is composed of over 600 works by about 110 artists and has an organization
almost like that of a museum. The director, in fact, is helped by an excellent all-female staff of conservators,
archivists and a bibliographer, who works on the formation and management of the library. All told, the
Ramo Collection has made its appearance on the scene only recently. This happened through two exhibitions: the first, entitled Milanesi si diventa, was set up in Milan at the time of the Miart fair in 2015, while
the second, I marziani, was held until July this year as part of the Rimini Drawing Biennial. Thus the public
has finally had a chance to get a taste of a wider-ranging project, which goes from Medardo Rosso and Umberto
Boccioni (the sketch for Crepuscolo of 1909 is truly amazing), all the way to Gino De Dominicis. Between
Rosso and De Dominicis, we should at least mention Adolfo Wildt with his symphonic and plastic Animantium rex homo from 1925, the American Depero, Atanasio Soldati, Cagnaccio di San Pietro, Giuseppe Capogrossi, Bruno Munari, Carol Rama, Emilio Scanavino, Enrico Baj, Mario Merz, Tancredi, Domenico Gnoli,
Aldo Mondino, Emilio Isgrò…
“Our collection,” Irina Zucca suggests, “is an invitation to discover and rethink several chapters of the history of Italian 20th-century art, through works on paper – not just drawings but also watercolors, collages,
gouaches, pastels – in terms of new visual and intellectual crossings.” What emerges from the Ramo Collection, in conclusion, is an angled overview of the Italian 20th century. A surprising transverse view, a path of
paper that is not linear and goes against the currents, innovative precisely because it is so stubbornly irregular.

